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ABSTRACT

This study establishes the types of teaching experiences that graduate students have in graduate school, their teaching approach, and how these affect teaching efficacy. Data were collected from 327 graduate students from a variety of degree program disciplines at various stages in their degree programs. A sources of teaching efficacy questionnaire was developed using confirmatory factor analysis and exploratory factor analysis. Hierarchical multiple regression was used to determine if a significant amount of variance in teaching efficacy could be explained by the sources of teaching efficacy reported by graduate students. A series of regression analyses was used to determine if a significant amount of variance in teaching efficacy could be explained by the teaching approach. Hierarchical multiple regression was then used to determine if a significant amount of variance in teaching efficacy could be explained by the sources of teaching efficacy and teaching approach, combined. Positive affective states and positive verbal experiences contributed significantly to teaching efficacy. Conceptual change/student focused approaches, for both lecture and discussion class styles, contributed significantly to teaching efficacy. Positive affective states and conceptual change/student-focused (lecture) significantly influenced teaching efficacy in the combined model.